Abstract
Introduction 31
3 slope-sliding model proposed in Rumer et al. (1979) . Shen and Zhong (2001) found that wave reflection has 59 a profound effect on the drift pattern. Even for a very small reflection coefficient, the floating object can stop 60 its propagation after some time. This trapping phenomenon depends on the added mass and drag coefficients. 61 
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Data processing 143
Raw data obtained in the experiments is the time series record of displacement in the x and y directions. 145
The solid line in Fig. 2 shows the raw data of x displacement, which cannot be used directly for the analysis 146 of surge motion due to the presence of the drift motion. According to the engineering practice, the surge 147 motion refers to the periodically oscillating component in the x displacement. Therefore, to obtain the surge 148 motion the effect of drift motion should be separated from the time series record. It should be noted that due 149
to the different processing procedure, the surge motion defined in McGovern and Bai (2014a) is slightly 150 different to the conventional definition of surge motion widely adopted in engineering practice, since the 151 drift motion is not completely removed from the results of surge motion. Here, to be in line with the 152 conventional definition of surge motion, the mean value of x displacement at each time instant is calculated 153
by averaging the displacement around this time instant over one wave period. The oscillating surge motion is 154 eventually obtained by removing the mean at each time instant from the measured signal. By using this 155 processing procedure, the oscillating component can be separated from the motion in the x direction, as 156
shown by the dashed line in Fig. 2 , which can be defined as the surge motion of moving body. The same 157 approach will also be adopted in the following sections to process the numerical results. 
162
In addition, since the large drift motion is a specific phenomenon associated with ice floes in waves, the 163 drift velocity is a key physical property that is of great engineering significance when studying ice impact 164 problems (Huang et al. 2011 ). Generally, the constant drift velocity in the quasi-steady state can be 165 computed by two approaches (Huang et al. 2011) . One is to obtain the instantaneous mean velocity within 166 one wave period based on an up-crossing method that is widely used in analyzing irregular waves. In this 167 method, the period-averaged mean drift velocity is a function of time, and can be calculated by dividing the 168 horizontal displacement between two neighboring peaks by the wave period. The other method is to 169 calculate the mean drift velocity in the quasi-steady stage by determining the slope of a best-fitting linear 170 trend line, which is adopted in this study. For the purpose of demonstration, Fig. 3 shows the x displacement 171 trace for a typical case in the experiment, and the corresponding best-fitting linear trend line from 15s to 35s7 small table embedded in the figure. The drift velocity Vd can be easily determined by calculating the slope of 174 the best-fitting line. In the case shown in the figure, the drift velocity Vd is 0.05947m/s. 175 176 177 Fig. 3 An illustration of determination of drift velocity Vd using the best-fitting linear line approach.
179
Linear numerical analysis 180 181
There exist various numerical models ranging from the simplified linear potential flow model to the more 182 complete computational fluid dynamic simulations, which are available for the numerical simulation of 183 response of ice floes in water waves. However, each numerical model has its own advantages and 184 disadvantages due to various assumptions made and inherent natures of the model. In this study, we mainly 185 focus on two popular numerical models, and evaluate the performance of these two models. 186 187
Linear diffraction/radiation method 188 189
The fluid is assumed to be incompressible and inviscid, and the motion irrotational. The water wave 190 problem can be formulated in terms of a velocity potential (x, y, z, t), which satisfies Laplace's equation and is subject to the boundary conditions applied on the ice floe surfaces given as: 194
where n is the normal unit vector pointing out of the fluid domain, and Vn the normal velocity component of 196 the solid surfaces. On the water surface, the first order boundary condition is 197
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. In addition, a suitable radiation condition on the outer boundary 199
should be imposed to avoid the wave reflection from the far-field boundary. 200 packages. In this study, the software package HydroSTAR ® is adopted, which provides a complete solution 202 of the first order problem of wave diffraction and radiation. The main output includes the wave forces and 203 moments, wave elevation and dynamic response of floating bodies. As for the problem of ice floes in water 204
waves investigated in the present study, this linear analysis tool is applied to simulate a cube of length 20cm, 205
and a square plate of length 30cm and thickness 5cm, in order to examine the capability of the linear analysis 206 for this thin ice floe problem. The assumption of kLc = O(1) is applicable for the potential flow model, where 207 k is the wave number and Lc is the typical body length. After the mesh convergence test, the numbers of 208 panels in the x, y and z directions are chosen to be 8, 8 and 8 for the cube in the calculation, while the 209 numbers of panels for the square plate are 18, 18 and 6. Due to the symmetry of the computational domain, 210 only a quarter of the body is considered in the calculation, so that there are in total 80 and 189 panels on the 211 cube and square plate surfaces, respectively. 212 213
Numerical results and discussions 214 215
Our experimental results reveal that ice floe kinematics can be affected by incident wave height H and 216 wavelength λ. However, in the linear analysis RAO (Response Amplitude Operator) of bodies is independent 217 with incident wave height. We, therefore, can only study the influence of wavelength on the dynamic 218 response of ice floes in waves. To make a direct comparison with our experiments, the wavelength is varied 219 from 1.0m to 3.0m for the cube and from 0.6m to 3.0m for the square plate, as in the experiments. The linear 220 analysis can directly provide the surge and heave RAOs, where the effect of drift is excluded. The numerical 221 results are compared with the experimental data measured at the wave steepness H/λ of 0.02 for the cube and 222 0.044 for the square plate, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. From the comparison of surge and 223
heave RAOs of the cube as a function of relative wavelength λ/Lc, it can be seen that the surge RAO is in 224 acceptable agreement, but the numerical simulation over-predicts the heave response by four times that of 225 the experimental measurement at the peak frequency around λ/Lc = 7 -9. Here, Lc is defined as the length of 226 the edge in horizontal plane for the square plate and the length of the edge for the cube respectively. For thewhose value exceeds 1. Therefore, in the regime where λ/Lc is between 2 to 4, the linear analysis can be 230 
264
where xj (j = 1, 2, 3) represents the coordinate components, uj is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, ρ is the 265 fluid density. μe = μ + μf , where μ is the fluid viscosity and μf is the turbulent eddy viscosity. In order to 266 close the above governing equations, the two-equation k-ε turbulence model is adopted to simulate the 267 
where α is the volume fraction of water. The volume fraction is used as the weighting factor to predict the 279 fluid properties in each computational element, 280
where the subscripts w and a represent the corresponding fluid property of water and air respectively. It 283 should be noted that on the body surface, the non-slip boundary condition is applied. 284 Three different types of floes are considered in the CFD calculations using OpenFOAM ® : the first two are 297 the cube and square plate that have been defined before in the linear analysis, and the last geometry is a 298 regular triangle plate of length 30cm and thickness 5cm. The present study mainly investigates the effect of 299 wavelength on ice floe kinematics, by varying the wavelength from about 0.6m to 3.0m for all these three 300 geometries. In the simulation of the cube, the wave steepness is set to H/λ = 0.02, as used in the experiments. 301 However, the wave steepness H/λ remains to be 0.044 for both the square and triangle plates, which was also 302 adopted in the experiments for the same geometries. Various wave heights are also tested for the square plate 303
with the same wavelength to study the influence on the drift velocity. The effect of ice floe thickness is also 304 studied by a series tests for the square plate. Therefore, in total 54 test cases are run using OpenFOAM ® . 305
In the numerical simulations, BlockMesh, a mesh type in OpenFOAM ® which is very suitable for regular 306 geometries, is used to discretize the computational domain for the cube and square plate, where the totalirregular shape of the body SnappyHexMesh, another mesh type in OpenFOAM ® which is more robust for 309 irregular geometries, is used and 571,802 elements are adopted in the simulations. It should be noted that a 310 coarser mesh of 200,000 elements and a finer mesh of 800,000 elements have also been tested for the cube to 311 validate the feature of mesh convergence (not shown here). The calculations at those three meshes reveal that 312 the intermediate mesh of 400,000 elements and the finer mesh can provide very agreeable results that deviate 313 from those obtained at the coarser mesh, indicating that the results presented below at the adopted mesh is 314 convergent in terms of computational mesh. In addition, non-uniform mesh is used for all the three 315 geometries with suitable mesh refinement around the free surface and body surface. With 400,000 elements, 316 one simulation for a duration of 30s and a particular λ/Lc takes about 3 to 4 hours in OpenFOAM ® using 8 317 computer processors. In this study, our main focus is on the global dynamic motion of bodies in waves, 318 rather than the detailed turbulent flow structures. Therefore, no special consideration has been given to the 319 treatment of flow boundary layer. In Fig. 6 , an example mesh is shown for a floating square plate generated 320 in OpenFOAM ® . Time series of body response is a direct output in both the numerical simulation and experimental 333 measurement. Fig. 7 shows the displacements in the x and y directions and the comparison between the 334 numerical results and experimental data for the square plate over five wave periods after the steady state has 335 been achieved. The steady state means both the surge and heave motions become periodic with constant 336 amplitudes and the drift component becomes a fixed value in each wave period. In this case, the wavelength 337 periodic motion around the free surface in the y direction, whereas a clear drift can be observed although it 339 also moves forwards and backwards periodically in the x direction. The comparison between the numerical 340 results and experimental data shows that good agreement can be obtained for the surge and heave motions. 341
To better demonstrate the body motion, the trajectory of the square plate moving in waves is shown in Fig. 8,  342 from which we can see that the trajectory exhibits like a helix line rather than a closed line. The x 343 displacement is periodic, but also involves a drifting component. in the experiments that cannot be taken into account in the numerical simulations. However, in general the 390 present numerical simulation is able to provide accurate surge and heave RAOs, and the present 391 experimental results are also in good agreement with numerical and Lever et al.'s experimental results. 392 Fig. 10 shows the surge and heave RAOs of the square plate in the present numerical simulation and 393 physical experiment both with the wave steepness of H/λ = 0.044. As seen in the figure, it is distinguishable 394 from the cube case that there is no obvious peak observed in the heave RAO, but the surge RAO shows the 395 similar characteristics with the cube case. It seems that the thickness of ice floe can affect the occurrence of 396 the resonance phenomenon in the heave motion, which will be further discussed later. A small discrepancy 397 can still be observed for λ/Lc <3 in both heave and surge RAOs, which may be attributed to the small wave 398 height (about 2 cm) adopted in both the numerical and experimental studies. The wave height is small in 399 order to retain a constant wave steepness for these short waves. This may cause errors in both the 400 experiments and numerical simulations. 
414
At the same time, the physical experiment also observes the phenomenon of green water appeared when 415 λ/Lc < 5 for the square plate. Green water is a quantity of water on the topside surface of body as a result of 416 wave actions. The same green water is also noticed in the numerical simulations, whereas the critical value 417 for the occurrence of this phenomenon is found to be around λ/Lc = 4. there is no obvious heave resonance. Generally, for all the three body shapes, the numerical results show the 443 same trend with the experimental data. However, the numerical results seem to underestimate the heave 444 RAO for both the square and triangle plates when the wavelength is small. For the cases with λ/Lc < 4，the 445 relative errors of heave RAOs are relatively large especially for the cube and square plate. While for the 446 cases with λ/Lc > 4, the relative errors of all the three models are less than 10% except for the cube with λ/Lc 447 = 8. As for surge RAO, also the cube model shows the largest relative errors while the errors of all the three 448 models are in a reasonable range. 449 which indicates that the cube moves forwards and backwards. However, for the square plate, the physical 494 experiment shows that the horizontal negative velocity does not appear at small wavelengths when λ/Lc < 5.3. 495
In this situation, the floe keeps moving forwards all the time without any backward motion. The same 496 phenomenon is also observed in the present numerical simulation when λ/Lc < 4. This is because drift 497 velocity becomes dominant when λ/Lc is small. Fig. 16 shows the numerical results of surge displacement for 498 the square plate at λ/Lc = 2 and 5. With constant wave steepness, the larger wavelength implies that a higher 499 wave was used in the simulation. Without the obvious backward velocity, the floe moves even faster at λ/Lc 500 = 2 with a smaller wave height compared to that at λ/Lc = 5. This indicates that the drift velocity Vd does not 501 necessarily increase with the wave height, but is affected more by the relative wavelength. 502 503 504 Fig. 16 Numerical result of displacement in the x direction for the square plate at λ/Lc = 2 and 5 wavelength λ/Lc = 13 and wave height H = 0.052m at two time instants. In Fig. 17(a) , the wave crest passes 508 the cube at t = 10.3s, while the wave trough passes the cube at t = 10.9s in Fig. 17(b) . When the wave crest 509 passes, the velocity of most water particles around the body is pointing upwards and forwards so that the 510 body also moves in that direction. However, when the wave trough passes, the velocity of most particles 511 around the body is in the opposite direction, the body therefore moves downwards and backwards. 512 513 514 Figure. 17 Velocity field around the cube with λ/Lc = 13 and H = 0.052m at two time instants: (a) t = 10.3s and (b) t = 10.9s 515 516
Drift velocity 517
For a pure wave motion in fluid dynamics, the Stokes drift velocity is the average velocity when 518 following a specific fluid parcel as it travels with the fluid flow. In the Lagrangian description, fluid parcels 519 may drift far from their initial positions. The equation of the drift velocity is given as follow: 520
where a is the wave amplitude, ω is wave frequency. 522
According to Eq. (15), we can see that the solution is a quadratic function of the ka number. In the present 523 study, the wavelength is constant at λ = 1.8m and the wave height is varied in order to achieve the desired 524 range of ka numbers. 
Effect of thickness 536 537
The present experimental data has shown that the floe thickness b has a dramatic effect on floe motions, 538 especially in the heave direction. Fig. 19 shows the numerical and experimental results of heave RAO for the 539 square plate with two different thicknesses, b = 5cm and b = 7.5cm. With increasing of λ/Lc, the heave RAO 540 in both the numerical and experimental results seems to approach the value of 1. The floe with larger 541 thickness has a larger heave response. The experimental results of the square plate with larger thickness also 542 demonstrate that a heave resonance appears, although it is not very obvious. The numerical results seem to 543 follow the same trend as the experimental data, but underestimate the heave RAO, as seen before. The 544 square plate with thickness larger than 7.5cm is not further investigated in the experiment, as the aim of the 545 experiment is to study the motion of sea ice floes with small thicknesses. 546 547 548 
